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A gambling business must pay a £760,000 fine and 
undergo extensive independent auditing after a 
Commission investigation revealed social 
responsibility and money laundering failures. 

EU Lotto - which operates the lottoland.co.uk 
website - has also received a formal warning for the 
failures which occurred between October 2019 and 
November 2020. 

Social responsibility requirement failures included 
neglecting to take into account the Commission's 
formal customer interaction guidance. (/licensees-and
businesses/guide/customer-interaction-formal-guidance
for-remote-gambling-ogerators). 

Examples included: 

• customers frequently changing deposit limits not 
being considered as markers of harm 

• no evidence of suitable financial and affordability 
assessments being conducted to identify whether 
a customer was being harmed or at risk of harm 

• customer interactions predominately consisted of 
an email detailing the responsible gambling tools 
available and did not require a customer response 
- there was little evidence of interactions being 
adapted depending on the extent of potential 
harm. 

Anti-money laundering failures included: 

• not effectively reviewing or analysing bank 
statements provided by customers to prove 
address 
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• not restricting customer accounts following source 
of funds (SoF) requests 

• allowing customers to register third-party debit 
cards (such as those in a different name to the 
customer) to their account 

• relying too heavily on ineffective threshold triggers 
and generally lacking information regarding how 
much a customer should be allowed to spend 
based on income, wealth or any other risk factors. 

Helen Venn, Commission Executive Director, said: 
"This case, like other recent enforcement action, was 
the result of planned compliance activity. All 
operators should be very aware that we will not 
hesitate to take firm action against those who fail to 
meet the high standards we expect for consumers in 
Britain." 

Read EU Lotto's full penalty on the Commission's 
regulatorY- sanctions register. (L1;2ublic-register/business 
/detail/actions/38991)_ 

Note to editors 

1. Journalists can contact our press office on 0121 
230 6700 or email: 
communications@gamblingcommission.gov.uk 
(Link: 
mailto:communications@gamblingcommission.gov 
.uk) 

For all media enquiries, please contact the Gambling 
Commission press office (/contact-us/guide/journalists
and-researchers). 
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